
TermPAC
Industrial Termination System Field Guide

Model DI-16CH-1 for 120VAC Discrete Inputs
JI

A - Field Terminals (2 per channel)

B - Neutral Bus Terminals (4 per card)

C - Isolated or Bus selector

D - Isolated or Bus position labels

E - Relay

F - Relay mechanical indicator

G - Relay LED indicator

H - Option 1 24VDC power connector

I  -  Fuse for Option 1

J  - Connector for cable to DCS
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The termination needs 24VDC to operate.  This can either be provided to the H connectors or
from the DCS card via the ribbon cable.  If Connector H is powered, it will provide 24VDC on the 
ribbon cable that can be used to power the DCS card.

USING Isolated (ISO) - Bus (BUS) Selector switches:
To reduce the need for hand installed jumpers, this termination is provided with a switch for each channel
that connects the neutral side of the coil for that channel's relay either to the second terminal for that 
channel (ISO) or to a common neutral bus (BUS)

If the channel has a seperately derived neutral, which is common for motor controls, the ISO mode needs 
to be used and the neutral lead needs to be connected to the N terminal of that channel.

If the channel shares a neutral with other channels, those channels can be switched to BUS and the
common neutral can be connected to one of the 4 Neutral Bus terminals.  The neutral bus is common
between all channels and neutral bus terminals.
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Field Side Wiring Diagram

Channels 3-14 not shown
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The standard terminations are provided with 120VAC relay coils (pink coil).

The part # for this is Omron G2R-1-S AC120(S).  Trident # ALI-G2R-1-S AC120

One or more inputs can be switched to 24VDC by switching relays (blue coil).

The part # for this is Omron G2R-1-S DC24(S).  Trident # ALI-G2R-1-S DC24

This is the same relay used on the TermPAC discrete outputs

DO NOT USE THE BUS FEATURE TO CONNECT DIFFERENT RELAY VOLTAGES!
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Connect to field power neutral

Channels 0 & 1 shown in ISO mode & 2 & 15 
are shown in BUS mode.
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